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Hi all,
I read Matt's report last night and realised we alreac:ly had this victim. I don't know if ilis possible to
interview him today, I'll leave you guys to prioritise that Having said that, the mother said that they
haVE! been close family friends for a number of years. In my opinion she would be a good person to
keep on side. She starts a new job on Monday hence why she was trying to get her son in for an
interview. Either way could someone please make contact with her.
The boss, Georgie Wells, FaCS JIRT Director David (somebody), Liam Whitley and the CEO of YMCA
Australia and I had a teleconference yesterday. They are going to send out the communication to ~
families that I sent to you all yesterday as a confidential draft. The boss did a fantastic job trying to
prevent a public meeting which they haven't given up on but for the time being will delay.
As the day progresses can we please monitor status of lord in case we are forced to jump. Obviously
I have been selling the idea to the boss that we are trying to interview as many children as possible to
get a number of charges with the view to having him bail refused by weight of number of charges and
number of victims. Having said that we may be forced to charge Lord again today, lets see how that
goes.
I suppose we have to keep in the back of our minds that due to the nature of the charges, his lack of
criminal history and now his apparent psych illness/self harm issues a magistrate may find it easier to
give him bail and his family can fund private psych hospital. We can't control that. Leanne all you can
do is keep the victims rolling in. You're doing a great job with the victims, families etc.
I briefed Matt last night. Matt has done a great job shaping that draft report into something that can be
submitted. I'll do that today. I'm not optimistic but the boss will put our case forward for more staff and
a strike force to the Director Ch/Supt Peter Cotter. As JIRT statewide has drained 30+ staff from SCC
in the last few weeks he may say that we will have to run it ourselves. Hopefully they seek an
agreement with the LAC's (Miranda and Sutherland) to give us additional staff.
You're all doing a great job guys.
Thanks, Glyn
PS Leanne. Can you please have a chat with the lovely Sandy about your secondment. I need to
square an extension away with your LAC, from discussions I know you are more than happy to stay on
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this job and it sounds like the LAC are supportive but we need to firm that up.
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Oet Senior Serge.mt I Joint Investigation Response Squad I NSW Police Force
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~~~----~aw Victim---~------~·--·-------·--·~·----~
Hi all,
I received a call in the office this evening. I will expand in the morning but the JRU will have this job by
tomorrow.
In summary it is another victim.
family are close family friends of the Lord family. Mum can also provide some intel re: USA Camp
America and another child in Fiji that Lord got close to.
Child:

AQ
born
Disclosed Lord touched his penis on multiple occasions whilst at their old family home of
within the last 12 months
Mother:

AY
ph
There are 2 older siblings approx
who have denied being assaulted but mum is suspicious.
She is staying home tomorrow and really wants the child interviewed tomorrow Friday 21/10/2011. I
told her that it may not be possible as I would need to check availability of interview suit etc.
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They will be attending their local Police station tonight to report. So a COPS event will be cerated
hopefully this evening and a Helpline referral.
Thanks,
Glyn
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